INTRODUCTION
Water is essential for all facets of human life.
2 While humans can survive without food for weeks, if deprived of water they will die within a few days. 3 Alarmingly, scholars and researchers predict that by 2015 blue water 4 flows will be unable to meet domestic, industrial, and agricultural needs because pollution, unsustainable use, and exponential increases in the global population have already greatly strained water resources beyond their capacity to recharge. 5 In the face of such a severe water crisis, the international community is searching for a new approach to water resource management. 6 Accordingly, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a draft resolution that proclaims declared one of the world's largest privatization efforts, located in Manila, Philippines, a failure because of several factors, including enormous increases in water rates, an increase in water losses due to leaks or unauthorized connections, inability to attain provision of service goals, and a lack of private funding to continue programs for the urban poor. 24 There is also a cloud of controversy surrounding water privatization schemes in Jakarta, Indonesia. 25 Originally, the World Bank endorsed contracts awarded to companies controlled by the family of the Surharto dictatorship, despite the institution's advocacy of open bidding and transparency in privatization efforts. 26 Although national law and local regulations prohibited foreign investment in drinking water, the government later awarded the privatization contracts to two foreign 27 entities.
With these considerations in mind, this Note explores the potential contribution of an international water privatization agreement to optimize the use of international water resources, focusing on water resources planning for the Guarani Aquifer in Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay (the Guarani States). Part II discusses the importance of water as a commodity and, specifically, the importance of groundwater resources. Part I1 examines privatization, concluding that, with proper risk management, it is a viable solution to the world water crisis. However, because the Guarani Aquifer is a transboundary water supply, it is subject to international law. 28 Therefore, the Guarani countries have an obligation to reconcile domestic privatization efforts with international water law principles. Part IV discusses applicable international water law. Part V proposes an international plan for privatization that complies with international water law principles and rules. Such a plan would be among the first to coordinate privatization of a transboundary aquifer at an international level. 24 
1I.
WHY IS WATER SUCH A VALUABLE COMMODITY?
Since water fulfills vital social and cultural roles, 29 control over water supplies and flow presents a tremendous business opportunity for countries and multinational corporations. Access to a sustainable supply of water is an important building block of social stability and the economic development of 31 32
any civilization. 3 ' Such access can alleviate poverty and heath problems, reduce gender inequalities, 33 and foster adequate food supplies. 34 Culturally, water is a symbolic component in ceremonies of most of the world's major religions 35 and in the national identities of many native peoples. 36 In short, the availability of fresh water and how countries choose to use it affects how people live. 37 29. NEw ECONOMY, supra note 11, at i. See also Agenda 21, U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 151/4 (1992), ch. 18 68(a), ("Water should be regarded as a finite resource having ... significant social and economic implications reflecting the importance of meeting basic needs"); Ministerial Declaration of The Hague on Water Security in the 21st Century, at http://www.thewaterpage.com/hague-declaration.htm (Mar. 22, 2000) :
To manage water in a way that reflects its economic, social, environmental and cultural values for all its uses, and to move towards pricing water services to reflect the cost of their provision. This approach should take account of the need for equity and the basic needs of the poor and the vulnerable.
Id.
30. Int'l. Forum on Globalization, Free Trade of the Americas and the Threat to Water, at http://www.ifg.org/programs/ftaawater.htm (n.d.) (last visited Oct. 3,2005) . Globally, water privatization is already a $400 billion per year industry. Id. Overall, the privatization of water industry is one-third larger than the global pharmaceuticals industry. Id. See also INNOVATIVE APPROACHES, supra note 4, at 51 (noting that the U.S. private water sector generates more than $80 billion per year, which is four times the sales of Microsoft Corporation).
31. CAPONERA, supra note 2, at 11. "The history of human civilization is intertwined with the history of the ways humans have learned to manipulate and use water resources." Water is used in Buddhist funerals, poured till overflowing into a bowl placed in front of the monks and the dead body. In Christianity, water is used in several rites, including baptism and washing. In this religion, water symbolizes purification and cleansing. To Hindus, all water is sacred, especially rivers. It is thought to have cleansing properties, and is used to attain both physical and spiritual purity. It is an essential element in nearly all rites and ceremonies. In Islam, water is used for ablutions: worshippers must be pure for prayers. Small pools of water are found within or just outside all mosques for this purpose.
Id. (emphasis omitted)
36. NEw ECONOMY, supra note 11, at 9.
37. CAPONERA, supra note 2, at 7.
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Today, States no longer consider water an unlimited resource. 38 In fact, 1.4 billion people, almost twenty percent of the world's population, do not have access to an adequate supply of potable water. 39 Furthermore, 2.4 billion are without sanitation services, and over 450 million people throughout twentynine countries suffer from water shortages.4° The steady increase in the world's population greatly burdens the water resources . 4 1 "It took [nearly] all of history up to 1830 to put a billion people on the planet but only one hundred years to add the second billion. The third arrived in just forty-four years and the most recent billion came in a scant twelve years." 42 Every year, the world population increases by ninety million people. 43 As a result of the rising population, water use has tripled since the middle of the last century."
The increasing population is the most significant factor affecting water supply and water quality, 45 but it is not the only one.
In addition to a substantial increase in water use, pollution greatly strains the remaining freshwater supplies. 46 Natural pollution can occur in urban and irrigation areas when over-pumping of aquifers allows minerals and saltwater to transfer into the groundwater. 4 7 However, it is industrial and human waste disposal practices that pose the greatest threat to water quality and human health. 48 This threat is not surprising, given that individuals can produce as 49 much as twenty-nine metric tons of waste per year. Another significant source of pollution is agricultural activities. 5 0 Largescale farms release an enormous amount of animal waste and nitrogen into the water and soil systems, with lasting damaging effects.
5 ' Pollution is especially devastating to groundwater resources because cleanup is extremely expensive and restoration is nearly impossible. 5 2 Remediation of aquifers requires complex technologies to seal off contaminated areas, alter the groundwater flow, neutralize contaminants, and treat the water of the polluted reservoirs. 5 3 Other human activities, such as deforestation and urban development, can contribute to the overall depletion of groundwater resources. 54 These activities diminish soil deposits and can reduce the recharge, availability, and renewability of groundwater resources. 55 For example, in forested areas, the rainwater seeps slowly into underground reservoirs, where it is stored for future use. 56 However, where commercial and urban development destroyed the forests, a lack of soil causes the rainwater to run directly into rivers and streams instead of replenishing the groundwater resources. 5 7
A.
Finite Supply
The total volume of water in nature, 1.4 billion cubic kilometers, is fixed and invariable. 58 If all of the water on Earth was in a solidified cube, each side would measure about 1,120 kilometers, or about twice the length of Lake Superior. 59 Of this water, about ninety-seven percent is salt water and less than three percent is fresh water. 6° The largest amount of fresh water (about seventy-seven percent) is in a solid state in the polar caps and glaciers. 6 Unfortunately, much of this water is inaccessible. 6 2 Most of the accessible fresh water, about twenty-two percent, is groundwater.
6 3 Surface water, found in rivers and lakes, constitutes a meager 0.36 percent of all fresh water. 64 Rainfall is the only phenomenon that can renew these accessible resources. 65 
B. Understanding Groundwater Resources
Groundwater is in various types of aquifers. 66 By definition, an aquifer is a geologic formation with sufficient water storage and transmitting capacity to provide enough water for a useful water supply. 67 In short, aquifers act as natural water reservoirs, 68 providing strategic and cost-effective reserves for water supply. 69 Because aquifers are a natural distribution system, 70 access to groundwater can be cheaper than acquiring surface water in many areas around the world. 71 In addition, groundwater generally does not need to be treated for consumption because the natural filtering process of the subsoil produces water above the quality obtained by normal methods of water treatment. 72 Consequently, over half of the world's population is dependent on groundwater.
3
Because the purpose of water law is to regulate the use of water, it is essential to understand the natural context of water. 74 that hydrological research has greatly affected the rules applying to ground water. 76 The hydrological cycle is the movement of water from the sea to the atmosphere, from the atmosphere to the earth, and from the earth back to the sea.
7 7 Generally, experts accept that both surface and groundwater are a part of this cycle. 78 Most aquifers flow to a natural discharge site, such as a spring, river, lake, or the sea. 79 Groundwater flow is a function of gravity, soil porosity and permeability, slope of the groundwater table, ambient air pressure, and temperature.80 Thus, the flow of groundwater is similar to that of water soaking into a sponge. 8 1 Aquifers can recharge naturally from rainfall, snow, hail, surface water, or from other aquifers. 8 3 In addition, activities such as irrigation, dike and canal building, and damming projects can recharge aquifers. 84 Exchanges between surface and groundwater are significant because the conditions affecting the quality and quantity of the water on one side can have consequences for interconnected water resources. 85 The hydrologic cycle.., is the system in which water -solid, liquid, gas, or vapor -travels from the atmosphere to the Earth and back again in a constant cycle of renewal. Generally, water falls from the atmosphere in the form of precipitation, such as rain, snow, and sleet. Water that falls on land either runs over the land into streams, rivers and lakes, or it percolates into the earth. Throughout its surface travels and especially when it reaches large bodies of water, it evaporates through the effects of solar energy and returns to the atmosphere where it continues in the cycle. Plants consume or absorb some water, which they then transpire through their leaves back into the atmosphere. Pollutants, such as urban sewage, pesticides, and oils, seep untreated into rivers and, thus, into aquifers fed by the rivers.
87

C. Application of International Law to Aquifers
There is little water law precedent concerning aquifers. 88 Countries generally use surface water resources first and do not turn to groundwater resources until the surface supplies become insufficient. 89 Historically, groundwater law derived from ancient customs that recognized groundwater resources as incidental to land ownership. 90 However, because ancient customs did not appreciate the mobility of groundwater, many laws did not address actions, such as over-pumping, that affected the quality of neighboring wells and other groundwater resources. 91 Spanish law, a foundation for water law in Latin America, "traditionally held that groundwaters belonged to the owner of the overlying land.' 9 2 Consequently, Brazil, 93 Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay recognize private ownership of water resources "in association with land ownership, up to the point where it flows out of the property concerned." 94 Clearly, the mobility of water prevents one from viewing it solely in a national context. 95 However, because aquifers lie out of sight beneath the surface of the land, this concept can be harder to grasp. 96 As a result, traditional international agreements omitted provisions pertaining to water from ground water at another; or a given stretch of a river may discharge into an aquifer during the autumn season and receive water in the spring. 
Id. (citation omitted
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aquifer to the other. " 3 Substantial "withdrawals from one aquifer may decrease the water in both aquifers or can even reverse the direction of flow from one aquifer to the other." ' " 14 Another type of aquifer subject to international law is an aquifer situated entirely within the territory of one state that has its recharge zone in another state."1 5 Modifications in the recharge area, such as damming, may affect water availability and quality in the aquifer. 16 An example of this model is the Guarani Aquifer. 117
Ill. PRIVATIZATION Globally, there are enough freshwater sources to meet the current and future needs of the world's population; a simple solution is redistribution of the resources under a new water management scheme.1 8 Scholars and economists promote privatization as a solution that allows countries to tailor water management schemes to meet unmet citizen needs and simultaneously generate revenue. 119
A.
What is privatization?
The word "privatization" may suggest water supplies free of government oversight or participation, but in fact, this rarely happens. There is enough water in the world for everyone in the world, but only if we change the way we manage it. The responsibility to act is ours -for the benefit of the present and future generations." Id.
119. See Innovative Approaches, supra note 4, at 46-47. 120. NEW ECONOMY, supra note 11, at 26. 121. Nardone, supra note 6, at 190. Some of the functions that can be privatized include: capital improvement planning and budgeting; finance, design, and construction of capital improvements; operation and maintenance of facilities; pricing decisions; billing and collection management; payroll of employees or contractors; risk management, and oversight of water quality and service standards. NEW ECONOMY, supra note 11, at 26. See also Jamie Knotts, [Vol. 16:1 the water itself to come into private ownership or permit a laissez-faire (unregulated) engagement of the private sector.
122 Privatization provides incentives for countries and their private partners to redistribute and conserve water resources and promotes efficiency in water and sanitation services.
23
Furthermore, privatization provides a solution for the common problems of developing countries, such as inadequate financing in the provision of public services 1 24 and political manipulation' 25 of state-owned enterprises.
26
B.
Forms of Privatization
Joint Arrangements /Mixed Management
The simplest form of privatization is joint arrangements or mixed management.
27 Under this approach, governments outsource specific tasks, such as operation and maintenance contracts, to private firmS.
128
The government retains all ownership of physical assets, 29 but its level of oversight will vary according to the specific arrangement. 30 The private firms are often able to provide both managerial and operational expertise to greatly improve efficiency. 131 In addition, these arrangements offer much-needed flexibility for the government, because they can vary in duration and scope and often include performance-based incentives and penalties 1 32 that are not available in the public sector. 133 Easy modifications of such agreements enable the government 124. LEE, supra note 6, at 103. 125. Helena Kerr do Amaral, Project, Brazilian Water Resource Policy in the Nineties (Dec. 1996) (noting that extensive water sector reforms were needed to improve public services that were rapidly deteriorating due to years of political wrangling over public utilities), at http://www.gwu.edu/-ibi/minerva/Fall 1996/ Helena.Kerr.Amaral.html.
126. NEW ECONOMY, supra note 11, at 26. In a fully public water system the water supply and infrastructure are completely controlled, owned, and operated by a governmental agency. Id. In addition, public funds are used to finance the water system operation, including maintenance and construction costs. Id.
127. LEE, supra note 6, at 99; New Economy, supra note 11, at 27. 
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to explore many different alternatives in order to achieve maximum benefits.
34
A majority of agencies believe that these arrangements have improved competency, independence, and trust with stakeholders. 35 Areas where this approach has proven successful include: the maintenance and repair of equipment, water, and sewage networks and pumping stations; meter installation and maintenance; payment collections, and data processing.' 36 In addition, such contracts are common in areas such as Africa, where the institutional capacity of local regulators is weak. 37 
Concession
Concessions are the most common form of privatization in the water supply and sewage sector.
38
Full concession arrangements transfer full operational and management responsibility of the entire water supply system, including financial and commercial risk, to a private contractor for a fixed term.'
39 Partial concession options, defined by the duties transferred to the private entity, also exist. 4 0 Throughout the arrangement, the government maintains control over the service provision through monitoring and regulations.
14 ' At the conclusion of the term, the contractor must return the assets to the government in good condition.1 42 Concessions reduce the need for more intrusive forms of regulation and ensure that prices do not reach outrageous levels.
143
As an additional advantage, the responsibility for operations, maintenance, and investments lies in a single contractor.'4 More appropriate investment decisions result because the contractor is in the best position to forecast demand and respond to maintenance/repair needs. 45 However, success can be difficult to achieve because both full and partial concessions require clearly defined responsibilities and risks' 46 [Vol. 16:1
INTERNATIONAL PRIVATIZATION AGREEMENT
One variation on the concession approach is a "build, operate, and transfer contract" (BOT).
148 Under BOTs, the private firm, usually a major construction or engineering company, must finance, build, and operate the system. 49 At the end of the contract, the firm must return all assets to the government. 50 Because the private investor controls every aspect of these long-term projects, from the early design stages to operation and maintenance, BOTs provide significant cost efficiencies. 51 
Split Ownership
Under this model, private and public shareholders split ownership of water systems in a corporate utility. 1 52 Such organizations generally have a corporate infrastructure managed by a board of directors. 53 Usually the public sector retains the majority of ownership because of legal restrictions on private ownership. 54 Generally, governments do not transfer ownership rights because water is essential to public service. 1 5 Regulation of essential services prevents abuse and provides economic stability.
1 56 This model of privatization is beneficial because it reconciles two potentially conflicting goals of water supply. ' 57 The public's concerns of affordability, water quality, equity of access, and expansion of service offset the private owners' objectives to maximize profits and recuperate costs. 58 Presently, split ownership corporations exist in the Netherlands, Poland, Chile, and the Philippines. 
Divestitures
Divestitures are the most extreme form of privatization. 16° Under this approach, a government sells ownership and operations of the water system to a private company. 
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can generate substantial improvements in productive efficiency and increase national income.
1 6
3 However, regulation of water quality and other public protections may not be available under this model,' 64 leaving its use appropriate only in markets with significant unmet demands. 65 The British government applied this approach to ten regional water sectors during the 1980s. 66 This divestiture was largely unsuccessful because there was little incentive for the water companies to make capital investments for rehabilitation and improvement of the water and sewage infrastructures. 167 For example, one water company submitted plans for water treatment plants that it never built. 1 68 Another company successfully petitioned the government to re-define "waters," allowing the company to dump raw sewage into coastal waters rather than expanding treatment facilities. 1 69 Use of the divestiture model is rare today. 170
C. Drivers of Water Privatization
Privatization Can Help Satisfy Basic Unmet Human Needs
As previously noted, approximately twenty percent of the world's population does not have access to a potable supply of water. 171 Water scarcity problems occur most often in developing nations.
17 2 Governments cannot provide adequate water services to these individuals without major reforms or enormous increases in investment.
17 3 For example, during the late 1980s, a rapidly deteriorating infrastructure greatly strained the financial resources of the Argentine government. 74 At that time, almost eighty percent of the pipe network was in need of replacement.
175
The government entered into a 163 Realistically, government officials are subject to the political process and cannot easily raise water prices without jeopardizing their own positions. 177 Privatization allows officials to avoid this problem and enables them to use public funding to meet other social needs.
7 8 In addition, the private sector can obtain capital more easily than the public sector, which allows the expansion of service to proceed more quickly.
79
Rapid access to capital is especially relevant in developing countries that face crushing demands to expand coverage in growing urban areas while maintaining current infrastructures and water treatment standards. 180 For example, Kenya would need to invest 4 billion dollars, nearly the equivalent of the country's total annual national budget, to provide all Kenyans with access to clean and safe water.' 8 ' Engagement of the private sector presents a viable solution to these funding needs.
1 82
In addition to expansion of service, privatization can also provide higherquality water.
1 83 Private companies that own resources within the water sector have a strong motivation to keep the water clean.18 Improvements in water quality and service lead to improvement in overall public health and welfare.' 
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Need for Efficiency
Competent and efficient water service provision requires private sector participation.
18 9 The very nature of the public sector inhibits efficiency in industry because governments use public utilities to pursue goals that are unrelated to their entrepreneurial role. 190 Water resources serve "as vehicles for political patronage, corruption, nepotism, misappropriation of public funds, and.., as an instrument for furthering the political and material interests of the politicians in office."' 91 For instance, an audit of irrigation projects in Orissa, India revealed "serious failures of expenditure control, and widespread mismanagement of funds involving significant excess/undue payments to contractors, as well as extra, unauthorized and wasteful expenditure.... [Als high as 32% of the overall expenditure flowed down the drain of corruption and undue favours to contractors." 1 92
A more common form of political misapplication of water resources is the use of water subsidies that promote waste and overuse of water.
1 93 For example, despite severe water shortages in Jordan, government subsidies encourage "overuse of irrigation water."' 94 In addition, users who are already connected to the public water system benefit from water subsidies, rather than the neediest citizens who do not have access to a safe supply of water.
195
Because private ownership increases the transaction costs of government interference in entrepreneurial decision-making, industries can be protected from undue political influence. 96 Institutional frameworks designed to attract private investments protect private property and limit government intervention. 2° One example of improved efficiency by engagement of the private sector is the reduction of unaccounted-for water (UfW). 2 ' By definition, UfW "is the difference between the quantity of water supplied to a [water sector] network and the metered quantity of water used by the customers. ' , 2 0 2 Lost water equals lost profits for private companies, thus private managers have a greater incentive to reduce leaks and theft. 2°3 While market forces alone cannot protect the vital social and cultural roles of water, 2°4 there is a necessary cost for the provision of water. 2°5 Gratuitous price increases are of great concern to opponents of water privatization. 2 0 6 However, water pricing schemes can be disproportionate even without private sector involvement, thus high water prices are not a direct consequence of privatization. 2°7 For example, in fully public water systems, the unserved poor pay up to twenty times the price that served non-poor pay per unit of water, 20 8 but because of the lack of financing, the government is unable to expand its infrastructure and customer base to provide service to these people and subsidize their water costs.
2°9
C.
Risk Management
Because major international efforts to privatize water systems and markets are a relatively new endeavor, there are many concerns about their ability to adequately protect social objectives.
2 Furthermore, while countries with the weakest public sectors have the greatest need for water services, privatizations have the least chance of success under weak regulatory schemes. 21 
Reflect Social Value in Water Management
In order to reflect the social value in water management, privatization agreements must meet basic human needs for water. 213 Human needs take priority over all other needs. Accordingly, privatization contracts must include a provision requiring fulfillment of unmet human needs to be the first priority of the solicited private entrepreneur. 214 In addition, privatization agreements should include a guaranteed minimum quantity of water for residents within the service area. 21 5 Although private companies may be reluctant to invest heavily in impoverished communities, governments can use many tools to entice private entrepreneurs to enter into expansion agreements, such as expansion mandates, "quantitative performance indicators, and economic incentives. '21 6 For example, in Senegal, the government remunerates private companies for water sold, which creates an incentive for the companies to provide water service to the poor. 21 7 These tools provide incentives for companies to develop low-cost operations and innovative solutions for residents. 2 18
The La Paz-El Alto concession in Bolivia provides an excellent illustration of an agreement with explicit expansion requirements. 21 9 The "expansion mandates" obligated the private company to meet certain levels of service provision and water quality. 220 The contract required the company to install new connections, expand coverage, and extend new services to areas with a specific population density within a specified timeframe. 22 ' While these provisions provide a significant level of protection, they are not always enough. In some instances, meeting basic needs for water will require subsidies for impoverished citizens who cannot afford even the most minimal costs. Reflecting the social value of water in management will alleviate opponents' fears that profit incentives limit access to a sustainable supply of water. Incorporating the social value of water into management policies balances the two extreme viewpoints: 1) water is a fundamental human right 224 that should be provided free of charge, 225 and 2) the free trade of water alone will solve the shortage problems of the world. 226 
Use of Sound Economics
When governments seek out private firms to invest in an infrastructure and provide water service, activists point to subsequent price increases as evidence of corporate greed. 227 While it is true that prices generally rise after private sector engagement, the increases are often unrelated to direct corporate involvement. 228 Regardless of ownership, if the prices are less than the cost of provision, then prices must increase until there are enough funds to pay for capital infrastructure, water treatment, sewage treatment, and service to the poor. 229 In some cases, water tariffs must increase two to three hundred percent. 230 These increases may seem outrageous but for consideration of consumers' willingness to pay. 231 For example, in developing countries, where urban water rates are usually less than one-sixth of the full cost of provision, the unserved poor are willing to pay up to four dollars per cubic meter (four times the average cost of water provision), 232 while the served non-poor may pay prices as low as twenty cents per cubic meter. 233 Prices for the unserved poor are high because unregulated vendors control access to water. 234 Governmentregulated privatization allows the unserved poor to obtain water services for only one dollar per cubic meter, a fourth of the amount they are willing to pay. 235 Individuals with low incomes are willing to pay for water and sanitation, so long as the service is reliable and the cost of delivery is available. 236 Furthermore, if a company is able to provide new or improved desirable services, then customers are generally willing to pay more. 237 The more information that is provided to the public concerning the improvement in services and capital investments needed to provide them, the more accepting the public will be to price increases. 238 Large price increases generate strong, at times even violent, opposition if the public is ill-informed. 239 However, linking price increases to improvements in service builds public trust and creates performance incentives for private entrepreneurs. 24 0 For example, when the government of Conakry, Guinea was no longer able to provide adequate water services to its citizens, it leased water sector assets to a private company. The private operation recuperated a fee that reflected the full operating costs, but it initially charged customers only one-fourth of the full cost. 242 Subsequent increases in rates were contingent upon improvements in service. 243 Within the first five years of the contract, coverage increased by three hundred percent. 244 Overall, experts tout the project as a success. 245 Furthermore, use of subsidies protects those who cannot afford price increases. 2 4 To be effective, subsidies must be both economically and socially sound. 247 For instance, if they reduce the price of water too much, subsidies promote inefficient use. 2 " Additionally, subsidies are also not effective if used for political wrangling, such as policy favors or social gifts. 249 Subsidies should be subject to regular review to ensure discontinuance of those that are no longer socially beneficial.25 0 Nevertheless, a lack of necessary subsidies can be devastating. In South Africa, millions of people went without water because of 237. Id. 238. Id. 239. COCHABAMABA, supra note 23, at 3-4. In 1999, the Bolivian government granted a forty-year contract to a private company to run a municipal water system. Id. at 3. Without explanation, water tariffs increased as much as 200% only a few weeks after the company took over. Id. The citizens were unable to survive under this burden and riots broke out, effectively shutting down the city for four days. Id. Protests went on for months before the government finally terminated the contract, but in the end, six people died because of the violence. Id ' '252 Such high prices effectively forced people to drink from polluted streams, resulting in a three-year cholera epidemic. 253 To prevent such incidents, governments must maintain strong regulation over the water sector.
World Health Org., Water for Health Enshrined as a Human
Maintain Strong Government Regulation
If the government does not retain some control or ownership of water resources, then the social values of water lack adequate protection. 2 54 Public ownership ensures that citizens have the representation and necessary remedies to correct an imbalance in social and economic concerns. 255 Because privatization does not absolve governments of their duties to protect the environment or public health and safety, 2 56 the government must carefully draft provisions 257 and regulations to protect social values of water resources.
258
Governments can achieve the goal of protecting the social value of water by monitoring water quality. 259 Improvements in water quality benefit everyone by reducing public health problems. 
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The key to drafting contracts that protect the public interest lies in skillful governmental negotiations with the private entity. 262 Privatization agreements must clearly define the responsibilities of each party, including specific performance criteria and standards and regulatory schemes, to ensure provision of quality services. 263 Dispute resolution procedures are also an essential part of the negotiation process. 264 Contracts with clearly developed and explicit dispute resolution procedures are the most effective. 265 Most importantly, negotiations should be transparent and include affected stakeholders. 266 If citizens believe that an agreement is corrupt or counter to the best interests of the public, then problems will likely arise. Stakeholder participation facilitates discussion of a wide range of viewpoints before acceptance of an agreement and provides the public with a sense of ownership in the final result. 2 67
D. Case Studies
Argentina
One of the largest privatizations took place in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 268 At the time of the concession, the city maintained an insufficient water supply and poor sewage treatment services. 269 Almost half of the city's population did not have access to potable water, and over sixty percent were without sewage 270 services.
In areas where sewage services were available, almost all of the 271 sewage was discharged untreated because of obsolete treatment technology. To further exacerbate matters, almost eighty percent of the pipe network needed to be replaced. 2 72 A lack of funds hindered maintenance and upgrading, thereby making expansion of service impossible.
3
To remedy the problem, the Argentine government arranged a thirty-year concession for drinking water supply and sewage services with Aguas Argentina, a consortium led by the French company Lyonnaise des Eaux 274 The government transferred full responsibility for the entire drinking water supply and sewage system to the private company. 275 The government established a regulatory body to ensure enforcement of the contract. 6 In addition, the regulatory framework outlined water quality standards and water tariff rate-making provisions. 2 77 These efforts prompted rapid improvements in water availability. 278 The percentage of the population served increased by fifteen percent, 279 while the water tariffs decreased by twenty-seven percent.
2 80 In addition, non-payment of water bills decreased from twenty percent to two percent.
28 '
Nevertheless, continued success requires regulatory reforms.
282
Politicization and corruption plague the existing regulatory mechanisms. Public confidence has begun to deteriorate due to lack of transparency and arbitrary decision-making. 2 87
Senegal
In the mid 1990s, Senegal commenced a major reform of its urban water supply sector in response to a national financial crisis.
2 88 During this time, only fifty-four percent of the urban population had access to safe water due to saline contamination of the groundwater. 289 The government realized that private funding was essential in order to complete the necessary improvements and expansions. 29° In addition, the government needed greater managerial autonomy to ensure increased productivity and operational efficiency. 
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from each government agency concerned with water supply and sanitation.
292
The government dismantled the bankrupt public utility and created a new state asset-holding company to manage the sector. 293 Senegalize officials solicited private companies to manage the water services and to produce and distribute the water.
294
The agreement structured tariffs to recover costs and thereby secure financial sustainability. 295 The contract also addressed social concerns, such as retention of public staff. 296 Moreover, the contract clearly defined the duties, responsibilities, and assets of both the State and private companies.
297
The entire agreement centered on transparency, accountability, autonomy, and incentives to create a balance between the private operators and the State Asset Holding Company. 2 98 Overall, the agreement has been a success. Large expansions of the water services network resulted in yearly increases in water volume for use in the urban water sector.
299
In sum, privatization offers developing countries a viable solution to meeting unmet water needs for their citizens and providing efficient water services. Various models allow countries to tailor a privatization agreement to achieve maximum benefits. While there are risks involved, they are manageable through maintenance of social programs, use of sound economics, and retention of public ownership. However, when agreements affect a transboundary resource, increases in privatization could develop into a collective-action problem. 3 00 Therefore, when privatization agreements have the potential to affect transboundary water resources, they must comply with international water law principles.
IV. INTERNATIONAL WATER LAW
Although international water law alone cannot solve the problems of the present and predicted stresses on water resources, it is an essential element in constructing a solution. Historically, international water law did not address groundwater resources.
30 3 Water management discussion often excluded groundwater resources because of uncertain distribution, geophysical characteristics, and the difficulties in determining rights. 3°4 Consequently, treaties and transboundary dispute resolutions did not begin to address groundwater resources until the beginning of the twentieth century. 3 0 5 Even then, rising awareness of the importance of groundwater resources existed, but agreements addressed them as secondary issues. 3 0 6 However, after governments and policy makers gained a better understanding of the science of water, international agreements directly addressed the interrelationship between surface and ground waters. 30 7 Nevertheless, international law concerning aquifers remains relatively undeveloped compared to other areas of water law. 30 8 Although international aquifer law is in its infancy, 309 there is enough of a foundation to facilitate cooperation and negotiation among States. 310 With regard to international law, there are four main sources of rules applicable to transboundary aquifers: 1) international customs, 2) international conventions, 3) regional treaties and agreements, and 4) publications of highly qualified experts.
311
A. Customary Law
Customary law is the most basic form of international water law. There are two criteria for creating customary international law: (1) a widespread, consistent, and general practice of States, and (2) acceptance from a sense of legal obligation. 31 2 To put it another way, customary law is State practice undertaken out of a sense of legal obligation by a large number of States. 313 This type of law develops through a process of claims and counterclaims 303 
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between States. 31 4 Customary law can include multilateral decisions, decisions by international courts or arbitrators, or unilateral actions of States. 5 Notably, there is no designated enforcement mechanism for customary law, and as such, customary law alone cannot solve transboundary water disputes. 316 Even today, there is still not a distinct and generally accepted plan of conflict resolution and cooperation over water resources. 317 This lack of consistency results from conflicting interpretations of the general principles of customary law. 318 Despite these inconsistencies, customary law provides needed guidelines for treaties, agreements, and conventions. 3 19 There are three overriding principles of customary international water law: (1) the principle of equitable utilization, (2) the obligation not to cause significant harm, and (3) the duty to cooperate. 320 Because of these principles, collaboration and cooperation are the norm in interstate water relations despite States' competing interests in the management of shared water resources. 321 Accordingly, these core principles often serve as the foundation for most contemporary agreements drafted to develop, utilize, protect, and manage 322 transboundary water resources.
Equitable Utilization
Equitable utilization is the "heart" of international water law. 323 Under this principle, the sovereign equality of the States tends to limit the use of shared water resources. 324 One State cannot use the water in a manner that is likely to have a negative effect on the legitimate entitlements of other States. There are numerous factors used to determine whether an actual or potential use is equitable, including social and economic needs, the population depending on the watercourse, the effects of the use, existing and potential uses, conservation and protection needs, and the availability of alternatives to an existing or potential use.
32 9 These factors reflect the complexity of the equitable use principle and the need for flexibility. 330 Because of changing circumstances and uses, maintaining quality among the users requires ongoing adaptations.
331
Delegates first adopted equitable use under The Helsinki Rules on the
332
Uses of the Waters of International Rivers ("Helsinki Rules").
As adopted under the Helsinki Rules, equitable utilization provides incentives for a State to initially develop an untapped water resource because "[a]n existing reasonable use may continue in operation unless the factors justifying its continuance are outweighed by other factors leading to the conclusion that it be modified or terminated so as to accommodate a competing incompatible use., 333 Although the Helsinki Rules marked significant evolution in international water policy, they are not binding. 334 To ensure that countries abide by these rules, they are often expressly included in treaties.
33 5 For example, the Ganges Treaty of 1996 allocates water use on the basis of historical water flows, while provisions to alter the flow of water during dry periods are based on fairness and reduction of harmful effects. 3 36 On the other hand, adherence to the principle of equitable utilization is subjective. 337 An upstream State can exercise full dominion over a transboundary water resource and consider such actions equitable and reasonable; the affected downstream State, however, could find them wholly unjustifiable. 3 8 For example, tensions ran high between Slovakia and Hungary when Slovakia unilaterally diverted the Danube River. 339 The States' conception of the application of equitable utilization differed greatly. 34° While the Slovaks valued expert opinions and development, the Hungarians viewed the project from an environmental perspective.3 4 ' The parties could not reach an agreement on their own and, consequently, submitted the dispute to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) for resolution. 
Obligation Not to Cause Significant Harm 343
The obligation not to cause significant harm overlaps with the principle of equitable utilization. 344 This obligation is subject to a balancing test under the equitable use principle because any use of a shared water resource could be potentially detrimental to another State. 345 Article Seven of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses ("Non-Navigation Uses Convention") states that if significant harm does occur, the offending State must "take all appropriate measures... to eliminate or mitigate such harm and, where appropriate, to discuss the question of compensation." 346 Under this principle, a State cannot act in any way that will cause harm to the quantity, quality, or geological structure of an aquifer. 347 However, the same problem of subjectivity still arises in that "it is left 'up to the state planning a measure to determine whether another watercourse state will experience significant harm.'"3" Even still, several treaties and agreements expressly state the obligation not to cause significant harm. 349 For instance, the Franco-Swiss agreement regarding the Genevese Aquifer created a joint commission to ensure the protection of the aquifer. 353 
Duty of Cooperation
The final principle obligates States with shared water resources to cooperate in order to attain optimal utilization and adequate protection of such resources. 354 Article 8 of the Non-Navigational Convention states, for example, that "[w]atercourse States shall cooperate on the basis of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, mutual benefit and good faith . . . . This duty encompasses the obligations to provide prior notice, to negotiate, 356 and to exchange data. 357 Before a State can engage in a water project, such as groundwater withdrawals, it must notify affected States. 358 Prior notification allows affected States to assess their likely harm from the project. 359 Such notification procedures facilitate the negotiation process. a If a dispute arises after the affected State is notified of the intended project, each State has a duty to negotiate in good faith to resolve the dispute. 36 1 To facilitate cooperation, States are obligated to regularly exchange data on the condition of the shared resource. 362 This exchange of information is generally the foundation of many international water resource treaties. 363 
B. Conventions
States can also adopt conventions to create rules of conduct and binding obligations for shared water resources. 364 Although no convention focuses directly on groundwater resources, those conventions that deal with water resources in a comprehensive manner provide a foundation for the law governing transboundary aquifers. 36 5 The 1996 United Nations Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes ("Convention on Protection and Use") marked a significant step forward in the pursuit to preserve international groundwater resources. 366 Under the Convention on Protection and Use, countries have the duty "to prevent, control and reduce any transboundary impact., 367 This convention requires countries to enter into "bilateral or multilateral agreements... to define their mutual relations and conduct regarding the prevention, control and reduction of transboundary impact., 368 Following the Convention on Protection and Use, the 1997 U.N. General Assembly adopted the Non-Navigational Convention, marking the "[m]ost notable ... development of international law applicable to groundwater, 369 because it is the first international convention to include certain groundwater resources within its scope. 370 The Non-Navigational Convention defined a "watercourse" as "a system of surface waters and groundwaters constituting by virtue of their physical relationship a unitary whole and normally flowing into a 364. Kemper 371 The Non-Navigational Convention provided measures for the "protection, preservation, and management" of such water courses.
37 2 It did not apply retroactively to the rights or obligations of previous agreements, rather it simply laid out the requirements for future watercourse agreements. 37 3 These requirements included the core principles of international water law: an obligation to negotiate in good faith, a responsibility not to cause significant harm to other States' interests, and a duty to "cooperate on the basis of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, mutual benefit, and good faith. 374 However, the Non-Navigational Convention is only binding on the countries that have ratified it. 375 Since Argentina and Paraguay abstained, their future agreements do not have to comply with the Non-Navigational Convention. 1. In the absence of an agreement to the contrary, nothing in the present Convention shall affect the rights or obligations of a watercourse State arising from agreements in force for it on the date on which it became a party to the present Convention. 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1, parties to agreements referred to in paragraph 1 may, where necessary, consider harmonizing such agreements with the basic principles of the present Convention. 3. Watercourse States may enter into one or more agreements, hereinafter referred to as "watercourse agreements", which apply and adjust the provisions of the present Convention to the characteristics and uses of a particular international watercourse or part thereof. 4. Where a watercourse agreement is concluded between two or more watercourse States, it shall define the waters to which it applies. Such an agreement may be entered into with respect to an entire international watercourse or any part thereof or a particular project, programme or use except insofar as the agreement adversely affects, to a significant extent, the use by one or more other watercourse States of the waters of the watercourse, without their express consent. 5. Where a watercourse State considers that adjustment and application of the provisions of the present Convention is required because of the characteristics and uses of a particular international watercourse, watercourse States shall consult with a view to negotiating in good faith for the purpose of concluding a watercourse agreement or agreements. 6. Where some but not all watercourse States to a particular international watercourse are parties to an agreement, nothing in such agreement shall affect the rights or obligations under the present Convention of watercourse States that are not parties to such an agreement.
Id.
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aquifer presents incredible business opportunities for Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay, 427 as developing water resources can be a catalyst for 428 social progression.
A. Need for Privatization Agreement
In the face of an impending global water crisis, cooperation among states with shared resources will become increasingly important. 429 Several characteristics of aquifers heighten the need for cooperation, including susceptibly to pollution, danger of salinization if over-exploited, uncertainty of structure, lack of understanding of the relationship to surface water, and the potential to serve as long-term storage within comprehensive management schemes. 43° In short, a State cannot manage its share of an aquifer in a sustainable manner without cooperation from other parties. 431 Fortunately, the Guarani States have recognized the need for "a coordinated shared groundwater management framework" and are developing an "integrated management framework for the Guarani Aquifer System. ' 432 However, in order to maximize the potential of the Guarani Aquifer, the countries should also address the economic value of the aquifer in an international privatization agreement. Such an agreement would easily fit into the currently proposed management framework.
Developing an international privatization agreement is of particular importance in the Guarani context because each of the States suffers from unmet needs and inefficiencies in existing infrastructures. 433 In Argentina, despite the success of privatization efforts, such as the concession of Buenos Aires, 43 4 only sixty-nine percent of the urban population have connections to a municipal water supply. 435 Further, only seventeen percent of the rural population has any form of sewage treatment. 436 Most of the sewage that enters the system remains untreated. 4 37 In Brazil, while the water supply system serves over seventy percent of the population, only thirty-five percent are connected to public sewers. 43 8 Almost half of the population has rudimentary cesspools or no means of disposal. 439 In Paraguay, a government-owned corporation is the sole provider of water and sewage services for all urban areas with populations of over 4,000 or more. 440 Unfortunately, less than half of these people have access to water systems, and a mere thirty-five percent are connected to sewers. 441 Only seventeen percent of the rural population has access to a potable water supply. 442 In Uruguay, almost ninety percent of people have access to a safe water supply. 443 Even still, only forty-eight percent are connected to sewers, and on-site sanitation is considered inadequate.
444
B.
International Solution
Economic structures, such as international privatization agreements, are essential for the sustainable development and maximum utilization of the Guarani Aquifer. Such agreements ensure cost effective management of the aquifer, provide another source of sustainable funding," 5 promote efficiency, and allow governments flexibility to expand service. Market mechanisms are the common denominator of two economic structures: water trade and utilities. 446 The ability to trade water allocations is important because it provides States with the flexibility to accommodate changes in circumstances and cope with rapid shifts in demand without requiring a readjustment in water rights or basic allocations. 447 In addition, water markets have the capacity to reduce imbalances in supply and demand. 448 On the other hand, utilities allow for private sector involvement in the management of the aquifer and in funding programs, such as water supply and protection. 449 435. Orwin, supra note 189. 
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1.
Step Although it is tempting to gloss over the first phase of development, the States' willingness to share information can determine the success of the project. For example, an Israeli-Palestinian team worked diligently for two years to identify joint management structures for the aquifers shared by the 456 countries.
However, lack of information sharing coupled with the continued precarious water supply led to a loss of confidence in the project. 457 As a result, it will be much more difficult to persuade Israel and Palestine to pursue another joint management project .
5
2.
Step
Two: Definition of Water Rights and Determination of Water Allocations
When water managers treat water as the economic good that it is, then it is possible to allow the market to govern allocations of water.
45 9 However, prior to the introduction of a water market, the regulatory body must determine the total number of water rights needed for allocation to existing water users.
4°G
roundwater use rights are ambiguous and challenging to define because it is often difficult to determine the magnitude and availability of aquifers. [Vol. 16:1 Nevertheless, once established, a well-defined usage right entitles users to an extraction allocation at a specified time.
6 2 So long as the regulatory body clearly defines both users and their respective entitlements, water rights promote efficient use of water. 463 Clearly defined usage rights also promote trade that can enhance efficiency and provide the rights to a holder with a longterm perspective. 464 Such a rights-holder will not only consider his individual benefits from the water, but also the opportunity costs. 465 The Guarani States face many challenges in the establishment of a water market. To begin, scientists lack baseline knowledge on characteristics and behavior of the aquifer.
4 66 Users must have assurance that the aquifer will be able to replenish itself and provide water for future uses, otherwise there is no incentive to use the water efficiently. 467 Also, additional data is needed concerning water uses and water users to determine supply and demand. 468 To complicate matters, there is an inadequate legal framework for groundwater management and diverging positions from national standpoints as to the core of water authority and the required levels of involvement and responsibility.
469
The Guarani States recognize these challenges and developed a plan to expand and consolidate the scientific and technological knowledge base and develop a framework for the coordinated management of the aquifer.
47°3
.
Step Three: Pricing, Enforcement, and Dispute Resolution
The next step towards private sector engagement is the establishment of pricing and/or trading mechanisms. 471 To obtain full benefits of the international agreement, the Guarani States should agree to a single pricing scheme for the entire aquifer. Water pricing mechanisms must promote system sustainability and the efficient use and allocation of water resources.
4 72 When water is free, individuals use more than they would otherwise.
47 3 Overuse of water resources reduces the availability of water, and in turn, increases competition for water. 474 There are two basic types of water charges: water tariffs and water fees. Water tariffs are charges that directly correlate to the use of the infrastructure. 475 Ideally, tariffs would cover the costs of operation, maintenance, and replacement, thereby ensuring the sustainability of the system. 476 "Water fees are government charges for the use of the nation's water resources.
' ' 77 The fees should cover the costs of water resources management, such as resource monitoring, assessments of water quantity and quality, administration of water rights, and environmental costs. 478 Water markets can establish the value of water, but this is a challenge. 479 The water markets must have a strong institutional foundation. 480 They also need to correlate to secure water rights allocation, reliable water availability, use monitoring, and low-transaction cost exchange mechanisms. 48 ' Pricing mechanisms are useless without proper enforcement mechanisms and dispute resolution procedures. 4 82 Therefore, enforcement measures and dispute resolution procedures need to be developed simultaneously with pricing mechanisms. It is very costly for regulatory bodies to monitor the many different users involved in abstracting groundwater. 483 Incentives to comply with regulatory provisions are generally low because users know that governments do not monitor their individual behaviors. 484 Providing users with information concerning the condition of their resource is essential to enticing them to preserve the resource. 485 Information becomes increasingly more 486 valuable with a well-defined basis of water rights and responsibilities. By providing users with information, the regulatory body gives users the ability to self-regulate.
In addition, the regulatory body can initiate other enforcement mechanisms to respond to changes in circumstances. For example, the Guarani States might consider price-cap regulation immediately following privatization. Price-cap regulation encourages productivity gains, which are the largest immediately following privatization. 487 Price-cap regulation is also attractive 488 in areas where technological changes increase competition.
On the other hand, the Guarani States might consider rate-of-return regulation. 489 This can provide investors with a guaranteed fair rate-ofreturn. 49 0 Rate-of-return is especially relevant for investments with a high sunk- 494 which is "an intergovernmental organization without supranational powers." 4 95 The organizational structure of Mercosur provides means for dispute settlement among State Parties and between private parties affected by different aspects of the process of integration. 496 The organizational framework and dispute resolution procedures of the Mercosur agreement provide an excellent framework for the creation of a multilateral privatization agreement.
4.
Four: Constraints on Privatization and Trade Agreements
Finally, the Guarani States must establish constraints for privatization and trade agreements to prevent damage to the aquifer. 497 The PPSC, 498 or a similarly organized body, would set up trading rules and govern the structure of the privatization agreement. In other words, the PPSC would act as the single negotiating body for purchases of water from the aquifer. 499 For example, the PPSC could outlaw divesture privatization agreements to promote State ownership and regulation. The PPSC would also set the terms of privatization agreements. 5 00 For instance, the PPSC might consider requiring a provision that requires the private corporation to guarantee a certain quantity of water to each customer or to make meeting unmet needs its first priority. 5 1 Such provisions would reflect the social value of the water. 50 2 In addition, it would be wise to include language that binds private operators to the international water law principles of equitable utilization, the obligation not to cause substantial harm, and the duty to cooperate. 50 3 Lastly, the PPSC might issue drilling and pumpage licenses to reduce the possibility of over-exploitation.5°4 The desired level of cooperation between the States would determine the complexity of the privatization limitations.°5
VI. CONCLUSION
By recognizing the economic value of water, the Guarani States allow themselves the flexibility to trade water resources and entice private sector engagement. 5 0 6 Privatization enables the States to obtain much needed funding and flexibility to meet unmet needs and promote efficiency in water use and infrastructure. 50 7 An international agreement is ideal because it forces the States to allocate water rights. Clearly defined usage rights lessen the subjectivity associated with the principles of international water law and promote efficiency in the water sector. Therefore, the Guarani States would greatly benefit from an international privatization agreement by increasing water availability, heightening water quality, and lowering costs associated with water management and consumption. In turn, the Guarani States' international privatization agreement would serve as a model for other developing countries.
In the face of an impending water crisis, States must develop a new approach to water resource management. International privatization agreements allow States with shared resources to tailor water management schemes to meet unmet citizen needs, generate revenue, and maximize efficiencies, while ensuring compliance with international water law principles. Privatization is an especially attractive solution for developing countries that face growing demands to expand coverage while maintaining existing infrastructures and water treatment standards. [Vol. 16:1
